GDHS Theater Presents

2023

Winter One-Acts

January 26th, 27th, & 28th

Tickets and information at Gds.org/OneActs

Nova Mach
FACULTY ADVISOR: LAURA ROSBERG

TECHNICAL ADVISOR: CHRISTAL BOYD

TECHNICAL ADVISOR: BECCA BALTON '14

STUDENT PRODUCTION COORDINATOR: JAIA WILENSKY '23

PRODUCER AND HOUSE MANAGER: ELLY ROBINSON '23

PROGRAM DESIGNER: NAVA MACH '23

DIRECTORS: MARESCA BRAND '14, KATIE YOUNG '23, EDIE CAREY '23, NAVA MACH '23, LAUREN PETRILLA '23, WESLEY BRUBAKER '23, AVRAM SHAPIRO '24, IZZY AUERSWALD '23

STAGE MANAGERS: CECE GANN '25, LEIA LEVINE '25, MAYA RAMAN '23, WALEED SALEH '23, IAN ROTHFELD '23, PAIGE YOUNG '25, LUCY MEZEW '23
Crew

Lights

DESIGNER: CALEB ROBINSON '25

HEADS: KHARI BELL '25

CREW: NOAH CHEEKS '25, MAD LEE '26

Sound

HEAD/DESIGNER: ELLA LAY '25

CREW: SOFIA MOEN '25, KAVI GRAB '25

Scenic

DESIGNERS: AVERY LUDLOW '24, MARGARET BLOMSTROM '24

HEAD: SOTIRIA JACKSON '24

CREW: QUINN MAGNELL '26, QUINN SHIELDS '26, ZOYA MGHENYI '26, ALEX ROHRBAUGH '26, BEN BELLAVIA-CORTEZI '26, SAI DEBGUPTA '26, LINA COLLAR '26, ALEX WOOD '23,
Sure Thing

Directed by Izzy Auerswald '23

Stage Managed by Lucy Mezey '23

By David Ives

Olivia Brown '24 as Betty

Cole Huh '24 as Bill
BY RICHARD STRAND
DIRECTOR: AVRAM SHAPIRO '24
STAGE MANAGER: PAIGE YOUNG '25

KAREN: POSY BROWN '24
JASON: CALEB MURPHY '25
LARRY: AYMAAN ENAYETULLAH '25
DAVID: CAITLYN QUNT '26
RHINESTONE COWBOY
Written and Directed by EDIE CAREY ’23
ASHWIN COLBY ’25 as ORVILLE
LUCA PEDRONI ’23 as COWBOY JACK
HENRY COHEN ’25 as THE BARTENDER
LUCY PERL ’23 as WILL
Stage Manager
MAYA RAMAN ’23
Into The Woods: Prologue

MUSIC AND LYRICS BY STEPHEN SONDHEIM,
BOOK BY JAMES LAPIN

DIRECTOR: WESLEY BRUBAKER ‘23
STAGE MANAGER: IAN ROTHFELD ‘23

CINDERELLA/WITCH: JACQUELINE METZGER ‘23
JACK/LUCINDA/LITTLE RED RIDINGHOOD: POSY BROWN ‘24
BAKER/STEPMOTHER/JACK’S MOTHER: JOSHUA REYNOLDS ‘24
BAKER’S WIFE/FLORINDA: RACHEL SCHNEIDER ‘24
co·ry·bun·gus (n)

1. Written by Stephen Bittrich
2. Directed by Nava Mach '23 and Lauren Petrilla '23
3. Stage Managed by Waleed Saleh '23
4. EJ Mazo '26 as Mr. Weiner
5. Barbara Weaver '23 as Returns Clerk
THE TELL-TALE HEART

BY EDGAR ALLAN POE

DIRECTOR: KATIE YOUNG '23
STAGE MANAGER: LEIA LEVINE '25

WILSON: JANEL BUTLER-ROBERTS '23
OLD MAN: NOOR RAMZY '23
POLICEMEN:AVA GINSBERG '25 AND ELLIE SCHAFFER '25
UNSINKABLE

WRITTEN BY MICHAEL MCKEEVER
DIRECTOR: WESLEY BRUBAKER ’23
STAGE MANAGER: IAN ROTHFELD ’23

CLAIRE: MORGANA BRAND ’24
HARLAND: ALESSANDRO ALFANDARI ’25
MAGGIE: CHARLOTTE GREEN ’25
THE OFFICER: ETHAN FARBER ’26
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CONGRATS

WALED

ON A WELL
STAGE-MANAGED SHOW

WE LOVE YOU!
Congrats Lauren and Nava on a fabulously directed production!

Love,

Cathy, Tony, and Ally
Congratulations to the *Unsinkable* Cast and Crew: Wesley, Mona, Alessandro, Charlotte, Ethan, and Ian!
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CASTS AND CREWS OF THE WINTER ONE ACTS 2023!

TO THE PRODUCTION OF "SURE THING," COLE HUH, OLIVIA BROWN, IZZY AUERSWALD, AND LUCY MEZEY YOU ARE ALL INSPIRING.

COLE, WE LOVE YOU!

-MOM, MILES, AND DAD
Congratulations Jaia! We’re so proud of you and the entire One Acts team. And to all of the seniors, we’re going to miss you! We love you! Mom & Dad

Congratulations! to the entire cast and crew for Winter One Acts

We are so proud of you, Caroline!

Mom, Dad, Candy, and Fletcher Gann
Congratulations
Avram, Paige, Posy, Aymaan, Caleb, & Caitlyn!

Love, The Brown Family

---

Congratulations
Wesley, Ian, Jaqueline, Posy, Rachel & Josh!

We can’t wait to go “Into the Woods” with you!

Love, the Brown family
CONGRATULATIONS
IZZY, LUCY, OLIVIA & COLE!

love, the brown family

THE GDS THEATER COMMUNITY

THANKS 🎭

LAURA & CHRISTAL

FOR MAKING THE WINTER ONE ACTS FESTIVAL POSSIBLE!!

WE LOVE YOU! 💚
CONGRATULATIONS EDIE!
AND ALL THE AMAZING CAST AND CREW OF
RHINESTONE COWBOY
FROM THE SKLAROFF-CAREY GANG
Congratulations to Katie and the entire cast and crew of The Tell-Tale Heart!

With Love,
Young & Wild family
CONGRATS

TO ALL THE SENIORS

YOU DID IT!

BEST,

YOUNG & WILD FAMILY
CRAZY

Beauty Is Magic

-KIMBERLY P